Token Economy

Introduction
At COTI, we are designing a cryptocurrency based on deﬁnitive market rules and fundamental economics
principles. COTI reconciles a high performance protocol with an efﬁcient dispute resolution system, integrated
KYC/AML/CFT compliance and price stability features.

Token supply
COTI coins are created during the network’s genesis transaction, which makes COTI a ﬁxed-supply DAG-based
cryptocurrency. Following the network’s inception, there is no possibility to create or destroy COTI tokens as
there are no mining activities associated with the COTI network.
The total supply of COTI to be distributed during the launch of the main net is 2,000,000,000 COTI. COTI
protocol-based applications have the ability to support additional types of tokens, although they are not
considered COTI tokens and do not impact COTI token supply and demand.

Token allocation

6-42 months

Not applicable

10.5 years in a gradual release

10 years in a gradual release

To further fund the development of the network, COTI may occasionally initiate additional
token sales from the reserve.
Lock-up periods will commence once the tokens have been issued.
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Protocol economy
COTI can best be described as a multi-layered system as depicted in the chart below:

COTI’s economic model has been designed to be equitable, efﬁcient and economic incentives-based. It is
comprised of a transparent and pragmatic mechanism for rewarding users for running nodes and arbitrators
for participating in dispute resolution procedures.
Transaction fees are the main income source for a sustainable economy. A payload-agnostic fee is either equal
for every transaction, or case-speciﬁc, but is only possible for non-payment applications. In the case of
payments, we cannot deﬁne fees both large enough to recoup the system and small enough to make micropayments possible. For this reason, COTI PAY, COTI-X and the COTI Arbitration Service use value-based
pricing.

COTI’s Full Nodes are fee collectors
In the COTI ecosystem, the stakes and interests of users with different roles in the network are well deﬁned
and equitable. The COTI network core is made up of a constellation of user-run Full Nodes, DSP Nodes and
Trust Score Nodes. COTI Full Nodes can deﬁne their own price list and compete for users based on their
performance and price. Consequently, COTI Full Nodes are responsible for collecting fees for protocol usage
and transferring the network fee to the COTI network pool.
All fee collections and payment distributions are denominated in COTI tokens.

*For further information on the lock-up periods and respective bonuses, please refer to page 5.
** As bonuses impact token pricing, we estimate that the amount of tokens sold in the token
sale will range from 350,000,000 to 550,000,000. Unsold tokens will be allocated to the
reserve.
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It is the responsibility of Full Nodes to perform PoW in order to create transactions. The amount of PoW
performed is extremely negligible compared to standard mining.

Example:
Full Node P&L statement for the year, bearish scenario: 1000 users and 10 merchants per node.

Revenue
Fee for trade payments is 0.1%, but not less than 0.0001 COTI
and not greater than 10 COTI, merchant yearly fee: 100 COTI.

15 800 COTI

$7,900

Please refer to the COTI Nodes Model Business Plan Book for details

Expensest
Infrastructure: 2 servers * $100 * 12

$2,400

Yearly certiﬁcation fee

1,000 COTI

$500

Redistribution to the network pool: 0.05% for trade payments

2,400 COTI

$1,200

Potential profit/loss before tax

$3,800
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Example:
Full Node P&L statement for the year, bullish scenario: 10000 users and 100 merchants per node.

Revenue
Fee for trade payments is 0.1%, but not less than 0.0001 COTI
and not greater than 10 COTI, merchant yearly fee: 100 COTI.

158,000 COTI

$79,000

Please refer to the COTI Nodes Model Business Plan Book for details

Expenses
Infrastructure: 4 servers * $100 * 12

$4,800

Yearly certiﬁcation fee

1,000 COTI

$500

Redistribution to the network pool: 0.05% for trade payments

24,000 COTI

$12,000

Potential profit/loss before tax

$61,800

Token utility and value
The value of any commodity-type currency arises from its usage as a means of payment and exchange. The
greater the utility, the more valuable and stable the currency will be. The COTI network offers a wide spectrum of possible payments and other applications. Payment usage contributes directly to COTI’s utility, while
running COTI network infrastructure requires depositing a network fee in COTI and, in some cases, staking a
sufﬁcient amount of COTI.

COTI will allocate up to 45% of the issued coins to the incentive plan
*All COTI amounts included below are solely provided as suggested examples
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Incentive plan for consumers:
Open a COTI wallet and receive the ﬁrst 100 COTI for free
Get another 100 COTI for each referral that subsequently opens an account
Cash back program – receive COTI for each transaction you make when 1,000 COTI or more is staked
Special discounts and unique co-marketing plans with merchants (loyalty plans and offers on special
products etc)
Special yearly bonuses for maintaining a high Trust Score
be possible for additional COTI tokens to be created following the genesis transaction.

Incentive plan for merchants:
Open your COTI wallet with the ﬁrst 10,000 COTI for free
Get another 5,000 COTI for each merchant you refer that opens an account
Merchants will receive 1,000 COTI for each user referral that signs into COTI for the ﬁrst time
Monthly and yearly bonuses for processing a high volume of COTI and maintaining a high Trust Score
Fee discounts for staking one million COTI or more in a merchant wallet

Incentive plan for partners:
Receive one million COTI for becoming a primary channel partner
Service discounts when processing high coin volume

Incentive plan for node operators:
Node operators collect service fees from transactions that are processed through their nodes
COTI will reward node operators with 10,000 COTI for each node that is run for more than a year, along
with 100,000 COTI staked in their account
Special yearly bonuses in line with transaction volumes and the node operator’s Trust Score

Price stability model
To build a COTI token price stability model, it is necessary to estimate the possible number of users and the
market share that is feasible by the payments system.
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For the purpose of the model, it can be assumed that the COTI network will be able to achieve up to a 1%
share of online retail transactions, or proportionately lesser share of all retail transactions. Per the charts
above, this connotes a yearly turnover amounting to approximately 40 billion USD and ten million
customers. It is COTI’s objective to attain this level three years following the COTI main net launch.
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Competitor economy review
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Legal Disclaimer: The material in this communication is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where it would
be contrary to local law or regulation. In particular, the information in this communication is not intended for, nor applicable to, the citizens of
thePeople’s Republic of China or the U.S. No liability is accepted by or on behalf of COTI Limited (“COTI”) for any errors, omissions, or statements
in this communication, nor the decisions made, directly or indirectly, in reference to this content. Errors and omissions excepted.
The content of this communication is provided for information purposes only and describes a plan which is subject to changes at any time,
with or without prior notice, at COTI’s sole discretion. The exact dates and timelines in this communication may be adjusted according to market
conditions. All trademarks, product names, company names and their respective logos cited in this communication are the property of their
respective owners. This communication shall not be interpreted as ﬁnancial, legal, tax, or any other type of advice or counselling to endorse
the purchase of COTI tokens. Purchase of COTI tokens is subject to applicable laws and regulations and is not permitted in certain restricted
jurisdictions. Prospective contributors are required to obtain adequate counselling also in relation to applicable laws and regulations in their
respective home countries and places of residence, before making any speciﬁc decisions.

www.coti.io | contact@coti.io
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